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Welcome
OSOYOOS CANNABIS

High quality concentrates are the future of cannabis. Osoyoos 
Cannabis believes in the importance of customizable extraction 
solutions for Canada’s top Licensed Producers.  

We are Cannabis Act production license applicants 
in partnership with the Osoyoos Indian Band in 
Oliver, British Columbia. Our three phases of 
execution provide a multi-faceted, forward 
looking approach to cannabis production.  
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Advantage
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TRANSPARENCY 
& CONTROL

PRODUCT 
FLEXIBILITYBRANDING

GLOBAL 
OPPORTUNITY

Unique and relevant
brand identity focuses on  
Canada’s fastest-growing  
demographics

Our facility is designed to 
high global standards to 

allow for export

Through strain selection from  
our suppliers and specific  
processing control, we 
ensure the highest 
quality products

We can produce a variety 
of products which gives 
access to wide-ranging 

markets and modes 
of consumption



Osoyoos Indian Band
The Osoyoos Indian Band (OIB) is considered one 
of Canada’s most successful First Nations groups. 

The OIB has a record of leadership and success 
under the stewardship of Chief Clarence Louie. 

“As I grew up and studied our history, 
I became convinced that the remedy to most 
of our problems was economic development.”
Chief Clarence Louie
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Pro Business
The Nk’Mip Wine cellars is an award  winning winery, and was named  
Canadian Winery of the Year in 2016. It was opened in 2002 in partnership  
with Vincor, now Aterra Wines Canada. Nk’Mip’s vitner, Justin Hall,  
is considered one of the first  Aboriginal vintners globally. 

Nk’Mip Wine Cellars, a winery  located on OIB lands, is the first 
Aboriginal owned and operated  winery in North America. 

The success of the winery has helped  to bring 
prosperity and opportunity to the OIB, ideals 
which Osoyoos Cannabis intends to foster. 
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Site & Location
Osoyoos Cannabis is in the process of retrofitting its 
10,410 ft2 facility in the Senkulman Business Park in Oliver, BC. 
The Business Park is a 143 acre project initiated and wholly 
owned by the OIB. The OIB is focused on generating business 
growth through the wholly-sustainable park. 
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Game Plan
THREE-PHASED EXECUTION 
Osoyoos Cannabis is launching its operations in three phases.  

Phase One will focus on extraction of cannabis and hemp oils for existing licenced 
producers. Osoyoos Cannabis’ highly tuneable Vitalis supercritical CO2 extraction 
systems will allow for a wide range of finished products. Our equipment for this 
phase has already been built and delivered, and we are finalizing the details 
for the initial facility retrofit.  

Phase Two will continue to focus on extraction for existing licensed producers. 
In this phase, we will retrofit the balance of our facility, and with additional 
equipment from Vitalis, double our extraction capacity. 

Phase Three of operations will be to develop and operate an 
outdoor cultivation facility. This will also take place on OIB 
lands, and Osoyoos Cannabis has had preliminary 
discussions with the OIB about securing significant 
acreage for this purpose. 
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Phase One & Two
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Osoyoos Cannabis will be using Vitalis supercritical CO2 extraction 
machines, allowing for a customizable product for all partners and 
customers. 

The Phase One equipment has already been built and delivered. 
This consists of two Vitalis Q-180 S systems. Each Q-180 S is a pair 
of Q-90 S machines installed back-to-back. Running 24 hours per day, 
365 days per year (as they are designed to tolerate), these machines 
could process over 80,000 kilograms of dry cannabis or hemp annually.  

For Phase Two, Osoyoos Cannabis plans to add an R-400 S system, 
which is a pair of R-400 S machines installed back-to-back. This would effectively 
double capacity to a potential 160,000 kilograms of dry cannabis or hemp annually. 



Facility
Osoyoos Cannabis has secured and is the process of retrofitting a 10,410 ft2 facility in Oliver, BC to accommodate our 
extraction systems, winterization equipment and packaging systems.  Vitalis will conduct on-site training and installation.  
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Extraction
Extraction is at the forefront for cannabis products. 

Over the 2017-2018 fiscal year, monthly sales of dried flower 
grew by 18.3%, while monthly sales of cannabis oils grew 91.7%1.  

Osoyoos Cannabis will use environmentally responsible,  
industry leading Vitalis Q-Series and R-Series CO2

Extraction machines providing extremely 
high-grade oils. 
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1. https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/drugs-
medication/cannabis/licensed-producers/market-data.html



Market Opportunity
CONCENTRATES

• Allow for precise-dosing and incorporation into a variety of products 
including lotions, beverages, and edibles 

• Consistently dosed and purified for consumer safety 

• Products with longer shelf-life and better stability  

• Many countries only allow for extract-based cannabis products 
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Phase Three
OUTDOOR CULTIVATION

Phase Three of our business plan is to cultivate captive supply 
outdoors on OIB Lands. The Okanagan Valley is one of the 
hottest and driest places in Canada, making it an ideal 
location for outdoor cultivation. 

Osoyoos Cannabis has had preliminary discussions 
with the OIB about securing land for cultivation. 
The OIB is very supportive and has indicated 
that significant acreage will likely be available 
to Osoyoos Cannabis when required. 
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Sales
Osoyoos Cannabis will use the services of Indigenous-Owned Paramount 
Structures to construct modular, on reserve dispensaries.  

The structures will be created to reflect cultural regions such as coastal, 
plains, interior and Inuit. As an on-reserve business the sales facility will 
not have to pay any GST or HST, nor will Indian-Status card holders. 
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Marketing Precedents
LAKOTA

Lakota was founded by a Cree man, Richard Stewart, 
who wanted to use indigenous images and messaging 
to provide a natural and effective product based in 
traditional knowledge. 

Lakota is a widely used product across demographics, 
and is focused on addressing pain relief. The particular 
niche it occupies as being natural and healing in balm, 
salve, and oil forms which would be easily replicated 
using cannabis. 
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BURT’S BEES

Burt’s Bees has become a widely recognizable brand 
that stands by a mandate of natural products. 

Founded in 1984 Burt’s Bees began as a small-scale 
craft operation, where a brand ethos of responsible 
farming, and  sustainability, developed and remains 
today. These are branding concepts that bring value 
to brands like Osoyoos Cannabis. 



Product Offering
Product offerings will include oils, creams, 
gels capsules, and many other product 
opportunities.
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Alignment
Canada’s First Nations, Inuit, and Metis (FNIM) population is growing at four times the rate of the rest of the 
Canadian population. An estimated 20% of the Canadian workforce will be Indigenous persons by 20401 due 
to the rapid growth of younger demographics.  

The FNIM cannabis market is expected to be underserved, and many communities are wary about a lack of 
consultation and engagement. Osoyoos Cannabis sees this as a meaningful opportunity to engage with 
communities on topics such as education and empowerment.  

We will capitalize on shifting Canadian sentiments, where 80% of Canadians believe that FNIM participation in the 
economy strengthens our social  fabric2, and 73% of Canadians want private sector businesses to participate in 
FNIM entrepreneurship3. 

Product offerings will include oils, creams, gels capsules, and many other product opportunities. 
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1. http://toronto.citynews.ca/2018/01/03/indigenous-urban-business-initiatives-growing-as-demographics-shift/ 
2. https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/small-business/sb-growth/indigenous-entrepreneurs-important-to-canadian-economic-growth/article35296384/ 
3. https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/small-business/sb-growth/indigenous-entrepreneurs-important-to-canadian-economic-growth/article35296384/ 



Corporate Positioning
Osoyoos Cannabis sees an opportunity to create a socially responsible 
brand that supports Prime Minister Trudeau’s promised reconciliation 
efforts with Canada’s Indigenous peoples. 

By hiring OIB members whenever practicable, Osoyoos 
Cannabis will create opportunities in a highly specialized 
skill set and foster the skills growth of OIB 
community members. 
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ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING

COMMON SHARES 23,706,283

DEBENTURES 7,533,333

WARRANTS 39,396,534

RTO SHELLCO 6,562,821

POST-RTO FULLY DILUTED 77,198,971

Capital Structure
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Business Model
Our initial focus is to provide extraction services 
to existing Licensed Producers.  

As we evolve, Osoyoos Cannabis will develop 
its own products and formulations. 
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CONTACT

Gerry Goldberg 
ggoldberg@osoyooscanabis.com

Tyler Devenyi
tdevenyi@osoyooscannabis.com


